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Villa Fania
Region: Hvar Sleeps: 8

Overview
Villa Fania is a beautiful, family villa located in the peaceful western part of 
Hvar town. Situated in a quiet neighbourhood, a short distance from the Old 
Town, the villa benefits from peace and privacy so you can truly relax, and a 
beautiful beach is just a short distance away. Hvar Island is the pearl of the 
Adriatic and one of the most popular Croatian destinations. As well as being 
the sunniest island, it boasts crystal-clear seas, historical sites and traditional 
food!

The interior of Villa Fania is extremely bright and airy, with windows allowing 
light to flood into all the rooms creating a tranquil environment. The villa has 
been furnished in a relaxed, contemporary style throughout, with all the 
modern amenities you might need for a comfortable stay! On the ground floor 
there is a generous, open-plan living area benefiting from two sets of double 
doors that open directly onto the sunny terrace! The doors allow you to 
meander between the inside and out with ease, ideal for families and long, 
lazy, sunny days spent in the villa! The living area offers a modern kitchen, 
dining area and a calm living space, equipped with comfy sofas and a TV. Also 
on the ground floor is a twin bedroom and shower room, perfect for those that 
prefer to live across one level.

As you step up to the first floor, there are two spacious double bedrooms, as 
well as one twin bedroom and two bathrooms. One of the double bedrooms 
opens onto a charming covered terrace where you catch peaceful, private 
moments to read your book or enjoy a glass of local wine! 

Stepping outside from the living area, you are greeted with an outdoor dining 
area under cover, ideal for social evenings or moments of shade from the 
Mediterranean sunshine. The terrace leads out to a private swimming pool 
where you can cool off and sun loungers where you can top up your tan! The 
terrace is surrounded by trees, providing privacy and shelter from the 
surrounding properties. Villa Fania offers the ideal family accommodation, with 
something for everyone, you can enjoy peaceful moments in the villa and the 
fabulous and lively Hvar town.
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Villa Fania is part of a hotel complex with Bolodenka, Villa Vanja and Casa 
Chessa. Each property can be rented individually, but the villas may also work 
well for larger groups looking to stay together while maintaining individual 
privacy.

Facilities
Resort Villa  •  Modern  •  Private Pool  •  Beach Nearby  •  Ideal for Babies & 
Toddlers  •  Ideal for Kids  •  Ideal for Teens  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  
Walk to Beach  •  Walk to Village  •  Walk to Restaurant  •  BBQ  •  Satellite TV
 •  Heating  •  Cot(s)  •  High Chair(s)  •  Watersports  •  Outstanding 
Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & Activities  •  Tourist Towns & Villages  •  
Historical Sites

https://www.oliverstravels.com/croatia/dalmatian-islands/hvar/bolodenka/
https://www.oliverstravels.com/croatia/dalmatian-islands/hvar/villa-vanja/
https://www.oliverstravels.com/croatia/dalmatian-islands/hvar/casa-chessa/
https://www.oliverstravels.com/croatia/dalmatian-islands/hvar/casa-chessa/
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa

Villa Fania is a spacious 4-bedoom property that sleeps up to 8 guests. 
Situated in a quiet Hvar location, it boasts a private pool perfect for families! 

Ground Floor
- Fully equipped open kitchen
- Open-plan living and dining area
- Bedroom with two single beds
- Shower room

First Floor
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite bathroom
- Bedroom with double bed
- Bedroom with two single beds
- Bathroom

Exterior Grounds
- Private swimming pool
- Terrace
- Outdoor dining area
- Sun loungers
- Barbecue

Additional Facilities
- Air conditioning
- Internet
- Television with DVD player
- Washing machine
- Iron and ironing board
- Hair dryer
- Dishwasher
- Coffee filter machine
- Parking

HR-AB-21-060052347
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Location & Local Information
Villa Fania is located in a tranquil area on Hvar Island and is one of four villas 
in the property. The quiet neighbourhood gives you the peace and privacy 
whilst remaining ideally located, close to the city centre and a beautiful beach 
is just 70m away. 

Hvar claims to be the sunniest spot in Europe, this idyllic Croatian island is the 
perfect destination for tourists seeking the beauty and tranquillity of 
Mediterranean beaches without the crowds of the busier cities! Hvar offers 
small fishing villages, secluded coves, lavender fields and local vineyards, all 
of which you can explore during your stay! As well as regular ferries back to 
Split, there are ferries and catamarans that carry visitors across the crystal-
clear sea to the surrounding islands, all of which are worth exploring. 
Highlights to visit in the port town are the 13th-century walls, a hilltop fortress 
and a main square anchored by the Renaissance-era Hvar Cathedral. One of 
the other highlights of this beautiful place, are the many local eateries, with 
fresh seafood and traditional gastronomy on offer, there is more than enough 
to choose from! 

Hvar town itself can get very popular in the peak summer months; if you care 
about seeing and being seen, this is the place to be. Rubbing shoulders with 
the yachters are plenty of young partygoers, dancing on tables at the town's 
legendary beach bars. However, there are ample elegant restaurants and 
secluded, peaceful spots, should you wish for a quieter retreat and with Villa 
Fania located in a tranquil neighbourhood it could be a perfect balance.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Split Airport
(67.3km)

Nearest Town/City Hvar
(1.2km)

Nearest Restaurant Restaurant Agava
(50m)

Nearest Bar/Pub Falko Beach Bar
(350m)

Nearest Ferry Port Hvar
(1.5km)
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Nearest Supermarket Market Zastup
(160m)
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What you should know…
The villa is not entirely private with other properties in proximity, however with trees surrounding the pool, attention has been 
paid to making the villa as private as possible

The beachfront bars in Hvar town can get busy with young partygoers, however there are plenty more elegant bars to choose 
from!

Make sure you take a daytrip to the surrounding islands, including the beautiful Brac

The villa is part of a hotel complex, where guests can enjoy breakfast each morning at an additional cost

What Oliver loves…
Located on the beautiful Hvar island; the sunniest island in Europe!

Homely atmosphere throughout, with laid-back, modern furnishings

First Floor terrace, perfect for romantic and private moments

Ferries and catamarans regularly carry guests to the surrounding Croatian 
islands!

What you should know…
The villa is not entirely private with other properties in proximity, however with trees surrounding the pool, attention has been 
paid to making the villa as private as possible

The beachfront bars in Hvar town can get busy with young partygoers, however there are plenty more elegant bars to choose 
from!

Make sure you take a daytrip to the surrounding islands, including the beautiful Brac

The villa is part of a hotel complex, where guests can enjoy breakfast each morning at an additional cost
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: €500, to be paid upon arrival

- Arrival time: 4.00 p.m.

- Departure time: 10.00 a.m.

- Energy costs included?: Included in the rental price

- Linen & towels included?: Included in the rental price

- End of stay cleaning included?: Included in the rental price

- Tax: Tourist tax is not included (price per person per night): 
01/01 - 31/03 and 01/10 - 31/12 = 7 kn 
01/04 - 30/09 = 10 kn

- Changeover day: Saturday between 06/06 - 05/09, otherwise flexible

- Minimum stay: 7 nights between 06/06 - 05/09, otherwise 3 nights

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi connection included

- Pets welcome?: Pets are not allowed

- Smoking Allowed?: Not permitted inside the villa

- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property.

- Other 2: High Chair & Cot available upon request


